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Middle ancient Chinese spans from Han, Wei, Jin to Northern and Southern 
Dynasties which can be described as the core stage for middle ancient Chinese and 
have an important position in the history of Chinese vocabulary development. During 
the period, a large number of new words and new meanings emerged. Foreign words 
were infiltrated as well as dissyllabic words were realized and morphology was 
basically completed. Various characteristics had revealed a “qualitative change of the 
ancient Chinese” during the period. However, “Studies on history of Chinese 
vocabulary in this period has always been the weakest link.” Therefore, middle 
ancient Chinese words should be studied comprehensively and thoroughly and 
unearth unique values of various corpus so as to reveal characteristics of lexical 
system of the period, reflecting its connecting link position in Chinese history. The 
recordation on Buddhism statues has important linguistic value not just because the 
recordation of Buddhism statues is language which has certain age, strong authenticity 
and abundance, but because most of the diction is popular, with strong sense of 
Buddhism. They can be used as reference materials for various subjects on middle 
ancient Chinese vocabulary and are positive for the whole Chinese history study. 
This paper combines glossary on the micro level and comprehensive analyses on 
macro level together. With Annotation for Stone Inscription in Six Dynasties (from 
Han to Wei) as main sources of material, knowledge of ancient Chinese lexicology is 
used to investigate words, word-formation characteristics and evolution of words’ 
meanings on Buddhism statue. The paper is mainly divided into three chapters as 
following: The first chapter is an introduction in which backgrounds of recordation on 
Buddhism statues, its content’s features, history and current situation of the researches 
are briefly introduced. What’s more, significances of this topic, research train of 
thought and methods are also discussed in this chapter. In the second chapter, words 
examples which are mainly about Buddhism from recordation on Buddhism statues in 















some improper records about recordation on Buddhism statues in Annotation. Chapter 
three is about studies on recordation on Buddhism statues in the period and middle 
ancient Chinese. Vocabulary in middle ancient Chinese is mainly concerned in this 
chapter. To reveal its vocabulary system characteristics, words on Buddhism statues 
are studied from different perspectives, such as, the impact of Buddhism words on 
Chinese, word-formation and types, and evolution of word meanings. At the same 
time,we are discussing the compiling of Chinese dictionaries.At the end of the paper, 
conclusion of the study and shortages will be summarized. 
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